Skin injury triggers a cascade of events which mediates tissue repair for the re-establishment of the barrier function. This tissue repair is categorized into an inflammatory phase, a granulation phase with epithelial wound closure, and a scar-remodeling phase. 1 Because skin serves as a protective barrier, any injury to it should be rapidly and efficiently healed. An important fundamental process that dictates efficient wound closure is cell migration. 2 Polarized intracellular signaling orients the protruding leading edge of a migrating cell, integrins mediate adhesion to the underlying substrate, and contraction and detachment at distinct regions of the cell orchestrate cell motility during wound healing. 3, 4 Random migration of a cell occurs when a cell possesses relatively low intrinsic directionality. However, cells undergo directed migration in the presence of motogenic stimuli as an external guidance cue. 5 This steering or compass mechanism coupled to the basic motility machinery has been exploited in the presence of an asymmetric environmental factor to program directional cell migration. 6 It has been well established that cells undergo chemotaxis in response to soluble cues, haptotaxis in response to graded adhesion in the underlying substrate, electrotaxis in response to electric fields, and durotaxis in response to mechanical signals in the environment. 7, 8 Importantly in the case of skin, deep burn injuries cause destruction of the epidermis and most of the dermis, with few epithelial cells surviving. 9 Following injury, re-epithelialization occurs from the migration of epithelial cells from any remaining epidermal appendages and from the wound margins, but healing does not occur for weeks post injury. The result is a very thin and potentially nonfunctional epidermis. Within hours after a wound, keratinocytes at the margins of the wound and within hair follicles and glands enter a migratory mode and begin to migrate laterally across the wound bed. 10 How quickly these cells cover the wound bed is critical to how effectively the wound will heal. Until the entire wound bed is resurfaced, the only epithelial cells to proliferate are at the wound edges -migration is crucial at this early stage. Fibroblasts lay down the temporary extracellular matrix during wound healing and produce collagen to help rebuild the skin. However fibroblasts first need to migrate into the wound through the fibrin clot, in order to start re-establishment of the skin. 11 Importantly it is also now widely accepted that crosstalk between epidermal cells (keratinocytes) and the primary cells of the dermis (fibroblasts) is critical to successful wound healing. 12, 13 Previously it has been shown that cell-internalized superparamagnetic nanoparticles can modulate endosome movement with the aid of an external magnetic field such that the endosomes will chain in the direction of the applied field. 14 The magnetic nanoparticles enclosed in the endosomes give the cells a magnetic moment when in the presence of a magnetic field. Magnetic endosomes behave as small magnets and attract each other via dipole-dipole interactions, forming small chains in the cell cytoplasm. Furthermore, it has also been shown cell-internalized magnetic nanoparticles can exert a tensile force inside neurons and axons, stimulating neurite and axon elongation in a particular direction. 15 More recently, it has been reported that labelling mesenchymal stem cells with magnetic nanoparticles and exposing them to a magnetic field (0.6 T) causes the cells to grow along the magnetic flux lines. 16 The two important migratory components of re-epithelialization involve the forward leap of the keratinocytes across the wound bed and the three dimensional migration of fibroblasts to lay down the collagen in the extracellular matrix. 17 In the current study we demonstrate that in the presence of an external magnetic field, intracellular superparamagnetic nanoparticles act as guides to direct the forward leap in the case of keratinocytes and increase three dimensional migration speed in the case of fibroblasts (Fig. 1) . Iron oxide (magnetite, Fe 3 O 4 ) nanoparticles were encapsulated within polymeric nanoparticles, forming a multicore structure, prepared from a Rhodamine B modified polyglycidyl methacrylate (PGMA) polymer via an emulsion synthesis method (Fig. S1 , ESI †). The surfaces of these nanoparticles were further modified through the attachment of the cationic polymer, polyethylenimine (PEI) to produce a positive surface on the nanoparticles suitable for cellular internalization. These nanoparticles have previously been used in a range of studies; in vitro 18 , ex vivo 19 and in vivo 20 without any significant toxicity or issues found with nanoparticle biocompatibility. The apparent low toxicity coupled with the nanoparticle fluorescent imaging capabilities and ability to achieve rapid cellular internalization in a range of cell lines make this nanoparticle construct an ideal candidate for application in the treatment of burns wounds.
MTS (colorimetric cell viability assay) was used to assess the nanoparticle effects on cellular proliferation of both HaCaT keratinocytes and NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. Application of the nanoparticles did not induce any significant inhibition of cellular proliferation or apparent toxicity for either cell line over a 24 hour time period as assessed by MTS (Fig. S2 , ESI †). This biocompatibility was even evident at a maximum nanoparticle concentration of 200 µg ml -1 , 4-fold higher than the nanoparticle concentration (50 µg ml -1 ) used for all further downstream experiments demonstrating cellular magnetic manoeuvrability. Cellular uptake of the nanoparticles was firstly assessed using live time-lapse confocal microscopy. It was clearly evident that for both the NIH-3T3 and HaCaT keratinocytes that cellular association of the nanoparticles is rapid (within 20 minutes) which results in high amounts of cellular uptake after 11 h (t=660 min) of nanoparticle incubation with the cells ( Fig. 2A and B) . For further details showing how the nanoparticles are trafficked within the cells, see the attached videos of the 16 h time lapse in the electronic supplementary information for both NIH-3T3 and HaCaT cells. Transmission electron microscopy was also performed with primary dermal fibroblasts and the nanoparticles were clearly seen internalised surrounding the nucleus (Fig. S7, ESI †) .
Fig. 2 Live cell confocal time slices of (A) NIH-3T3 cells and (B)
HaCaT cells during magnetic nanoparticle uptake. Images were taken every 15 seconds for the first 15 minutes after adding the nanoparticles and then every 10 minutes for 16 hours.
Quantitative analysis of the nanoparticle-cell uptake was measured in both HaCaTs and NIH-3T3 fibroblasts by alternating current (AC) magnetic susceptibility measurements. Both cell types were incubated either with or without nanoparticles for a period of 24 hours, before washing to remove non-internalised nanoparticles and measurements could be made. Although previous studies have shown significant uptake of these nanoparticles within the first hours A B C of incubation in different cell lines 18, 19 a 24 hour time period was chosen to achieve cell saturation with the nanoparticles. Nanoparticles at different concentrations were prepared in suspensions of low temperature gelling agar suspensions to be used as standards for the magnetic quantification, following previously described protocols. 21 The cells incubated with the nanoparticles and the nanoparticle suspension in agar exhibited a single peak in both the in-phase (χ') and out-of-phase (χ'') susceptibility components, indicative of a magnetic relaxation phenomenon typical of the magnetic nanoparticles. 22 The profile shape of the out-of-phase susceptibility maxima, located at around 35 K, for both cell lines incubated with the nanoparticles and the agar nanoparticle standard solution of 8.50 mg Fe/g, were in tight agreement (Fig. 3A) . This strong correlation of fit suggests the magnetic nanoparticles are extremely stable and intact throughout the cellular uptake process in both cell lines tested over a 24 h time period. This similarity allows the magnetic quantification of the particles in the cells taking the magnetic data per mass of iron in the agar gel as a reference. The presence of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in both cell lines is additionally confirmed by comparison with the control cells (without nanoparticles), where the control cells show no out-of-phase susceptibility, in comparison to cells with nanoparticles portraying a single, defined peak ( Fig. 3B and 3C ). The iron concentration in the form of particles in each cell line has been calculated following a previously described protocol for magnetic quantification based on AC magnetic susceptibility measurements. [22] [23] [24] In brief, the out-of-phase mass specific susceptibility profile of the cells is fitted to the out-of-phase iron specific susceptibility profile of a standard corresponding to the nanoparticles in a non-aggregated state. The multiplication factor obtained for the best fit informs us of the iron concentration in the form of magnetic nanoparticles (Table 1) . Based on the magnetic susceptibility measurements it is evident that the HaCaT cells accumulated approximately 4 times more nanoparticles when compared to the fibroblast samples. This was further confirmed by ICP-AES to determine the total iron content on all samples (cells with and without nanoparticles), where the results clearly indicate the cells incubated with the magnetic nanoparticles had accumulated an increase in iron which was comparable with the increase predicted by magnetic susceptibility measurements (Table 1) .
Table 1. Quantification of nanoparticle uptake through assessment of iron content in cells following 24h incubation with nanoparticles
It has been shown that cell-internalised magnetic nanoparticles can exert a tensile force inside neurons and axons, stimulating neurite and axon elongation in a particular direction. 15 Enhanced nerve regeneration was attempted by exploiting the mechanical forces that act on neurons with magnetic nanoparticles. Such a mechanical directing force does not occur naturally in the skin, hence our aim to artificially induce this directed cell migration in populations of skin cells. A previous study has shown that fibroblasts can be polarised with an 8 T magnetic field, by inducing anisotropy using the inherent diamagnetic nature of cells. 25 Although sound proof-of-concept, the practicality of using such a strong magnetic field limits the applicability of this technique. Similar analysis of diamagnetism has been performed on paramecia in a more practical field (0.78 T) and it was found that the cilia and trichocysts are important for the orientation of the protozoa in magnetic fields. 26 Hence for this work, it was hypothesised that through the internalisation of the magnetic nanoparticles in skin cells that we could direct cell migration through the assistance of an external magnetic field.
Keratinocytes such as HaCaTs are found within the epidermal layer of the skin. Following an injury to the skin such as a burn, rapid coverage of the wound with viable cells is integral to minimising scarring and long term damage. Hence, in the case of keratinocytes, 2D migration to mimic coverage of a wound in vitro is desirable. To assess this, HaCaT keratinocytes were grown to near confluence on coverslips and then incubated with the magnetic nanoparticles for 24 hours. Following incubation the cells were rinsed and transferred to a new well adjacent to the permanent magnet, where they were incubated for a further 4 days in the presence of the external magnetic field (See Fig S3A ESI † for  experimental setup) . It was evident from both bright field analysis and fluorescent analysis that the presence of the internalised magnetic nanoparticles in an external magnetic field had resulted in significant 2D migration of the cell population of HaCaT cells ( Figure 4A and B) . On closer inspection of the coverslips it is evident that the cells had migrated off the coverslip on the left-hand side towards the magnet but not on the right-hand side (Fig. S4A and B ESI †). Furthermore, tracking of the nanoparticles by fluorescence clearly shows an increase in fluorescent signal off the coverslip on the left-hand side corresponding to this cell migration as well as a clear reduction in fluorescent density on the right hand side compared to the left, supporting the brightfield image and the cellular migration evident (Fig. S4C and D experiments of cells without nanoparticles (and no magnetic field) and cells in the presence of the magnetic field but without nanoparticles were also performed, with no directional bias and lower overall migration evident in both cases ( Fig. S5A and B ESI †). Fibroblast migration is also very important following a burn injury. In this study, fibroblast migration in the z-direction was assessed in vitro using a polycarbonate semi permeable Transwell membrane inserted into the well (See Fig S3B ESI † for experimental setup). As previously described, cells were incubated with the magnetic nanoparticles for 24 h before being seeded on a semi permeable polycarbonate Transwell membrane. Significantly higher migration was measured for the fibroblasts at 24 h following plating when compared to controls with nanoparticles but not in the presence of an external magnetic field. This significance was evident for each time point following 24 h out to 48 h for the cumulative cell counts in the experiment (Figure 4C and D) . Control experiments comparing migration of cells without nanoparticles (control) in the presence of the magnetic field to that of cells with nanoparticles also produced a significant increase in nanoparticle enhanced migration compared to control cells at 24 h (Fig S6A, ESI †) . However interestingly, looking at the same controls over cumulative cell counts this significance was evident at 24 and 42 h but not at the final time point of 48 h for the experiment (Fig S6B, ESI †) . Previous studies have shown that the concentration of magnetic nanoparticles in cells has a maximum which occurs at approximately 24 h, and afterwards this concentration continuously declines. 27 However, despite this, the cause of this decline is not well understood. It could be due to different mechanisms like proliferation-dependent dilution, metabolic degradation, exocytosis or some combination of these processes resulting in the decrease of nanoparticle concentration. 28 The most likely mechanism in our case is also the simplest; cellular proliferation has resulted in the dilution of the magnetic nanoparticle concentration per cell. This dilution, lessens the control of the cells due to a reduction in the magnetic force exerted per cell over time and hence why at 48 h we see a lack of significance compared to control cells (Fig S6B, ESI †) . For immediate future work, it is believed that translation to clinical practice will be best achieved with a small, circular magnet with a diameter similar to the wound size. This would best utilize the magnetic field to encourage cell migration to the wound site. In this proposed model, the area of greatest magnetic field strength lies at the edges of the circular permanent magnet; cells radially surround the wound site and will be encouraged to migrate inwards. Additionally, cells can be labelled with magnetic nanoparticles, injected into the blood stream and subsequently targeted to the wound site using this radial gradient. Clinically speaking, if we can increase the probability of cells attaching at the wound site as they travel through the blood stream, this could have beneficial wound healing outcomes and would be classed as a success.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a method for influencing the direction and speed of keratinocyte and fibroblast migration using an external magnetic field to attract cell internalised nanoparticles. This has implications in many biomedical fields, with the ability to exercise control over cells in vivo, a highly desirable outcome. The addition of the fluorescent Rhodamine B dye and magnetite nanoparticles, allow the cell-nanoparticle composites to be tracked and imaged on a range of different scales using 2 distinctly different modalities. This flexibility in tracking is important for regenerative medicine and cell therapy, with non-invasive MRI monitoring and whole-animal fluorescence helping to optimize in vivo transplantation procedures in terms of the number of required cells, the method or site of cell administration and the therapeutic time window. 29 By providing directional cues to cells to enhance directional migration and consequently wound healing can become more efficient and potentially lead to improved patient outcomes. In a wound healing model, a new level of control over cell migration could lead to significantly faster healing and less subsequent complications. This will not only aid in skin wound healing, but could be applied to other cell types; for example, the guided cell migration of neurons could help bridge the nerve gap in spinal cord injuries and enhance the migration of Schwann cells into the injury site to promote axonal regeneration. 15 This study provides sound proof-of-concept for the enhancement of directionally induced cellular migration through the use of an applied magnetic field.
